Changes to Keep All Safe
In order to keep everyone safe during
the pandemic, the Catholic
Multicultural Center (CMC) quickly
adjusted. The CMC programs and
services may look a little different right
now, but they're still providing much
needed support to those in need:
The daily free meal program is now
offered 'to-go' out of the CMC
garage for guests in the parking lot.
The food pantry is operated in a
similar manner, offering prepacked boxes since clients no
longer enter the pantry to choose
their food.
The employment search assistance
program and immigration legal
services are now offered remotely
by phone and/or computer.
A new service was created in
response to the needs of guests,
called the food pantry delivery
program. More information on this
new program on the next page.
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Still making a difference, one person at a time.

New Program Offered to those in Need
When the pandemic hit, there were quite a few people who could not physically come to the
food pantry due to illness, being in a risk category, not having access to safe transportation,
or other reasons related to the pandemic. The CMC started offering the food pantry delivery
program to assist people like Alejandro.
“It’s very stressful, I’m worried about people getting sick. I hope this ends as soon as possible,”
he said. Alejandro works in janitorial services at UW-Hospital. While he mainly cleans
offices and restrooms, he still worries while at work because “the virus could be anywhere.”
Alejandro lives with his 9-year old son and an elderly roommate. He wants to do all that he
can to protect them, which is why he turned to CMC’s food pantry delivery program as a
safe, no-contact way to receive food.
“It helps a lot. With the pandemic, we don’t want to be at the store more than we have to be.”
Alejandro also uses the food pantry delivery services for his elderly roommate. She struggles
to afford food on her fixed income and cannot safely go to the store due to being in a COVID19 high risk category.
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The CMC offers
something when
people need help &
a lot of people need
help these days.
-Alejandro

